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5 States of Innovating

1. Discover a Need
2. Invent a Solution
3. Reduce to Practice
4. Introduce
5. Integrate
States, Fears and Faith Patterns for Innovating

**State**
- Discover
- Invent
- Reduce-to-Practice
- Introduce
- Integrate

**Fear of…**
- ...unlearning
- ...rejection
- ...failure
- ...loss
- ...success

**Faith Pattern (Act & Being)**
- Awe & Wonder
- Inspiration & Appreciation
- Forgiveness & Persistence
- Submission & Humility
- Acceptance & Gratitude
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Faith as Believing

As physical systems have potential energy, and as humans are physical systems, then might the potential energy of humans be their faith?

William Rankine, 1820-1872, coined the phrase “potential energy”
Model of Faith (believing)

- Social
- Emotional
- Commit
- Encourage
- Envision
- Engage
- Love
- Trust
- Confidence
- Hope
- Belief
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Awe & Wonder Faith Pattern

- turn aside to look
- ask “why?”
- hear the call
- discover the need

(extracted from Exodus 3.1-5)
More faith patterns of innovators in ....

...available in hardback, paperback and Kindle versions from Amazon.com, or at the conference book table.
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